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Abstract
In Turkey , the production   of automobile  has been
started  in 1965. Then three major companies, Tofaº,
Oyak and  Otosan  have began to produce Europe size
known automobiles, by assembling mostly imported
parts. The usage  percentage of  local materials  has
been increased, by getting  quick improvement on
process. Then, after 1983 the new international
economic and political policy of Turkey on joint
ventures  with the corparations of foreign enterprisers,
has opened  very widely venue on automobile sector,
later  normal competition conditions  has occurred
between different companies. So far, many other  world
wide companies, like Toyota, Honda, Hyundai  and the
others has been shared Turkey and Middle East auto
market  by planting  their local factories.
The Hedonic  Model Theory  has very convenient base
and alternatives on Turkey  car market. The main aim
of this study to estimate most proper  Hedonic price
model  and  estimate some values. So that, as a first
step, the theory  of  Hedonic price model has been
discussed, later Empirical analysis results  and
estimations of  most proper hedonic model is
introduced for fusion  between alternatives .As  a last
part of this study, fuzzified  hedonic model  estimates
and  normal  model estimates is compared to determine
the best information fusion which is  informing
customers in  high  level.
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1- Introduction
The early studies  on hedonic model has been
introduced  by Rosen [1]. The relationship between the
price of a car and its characteristics is a special  case of
a hedonic price index model , in which the price of a
commodity depends on its characteristics.  The hedonic
price theory based on the assumption that goods are
heterogeneous, with each good viewed as bundle of
individual attributes or characteristics. Each quality
characteristic is treated as a good or service in its own
right and therefore has its own price. These
characteristics distinguish the different car models, and
as such represent the quality of each vehicle [2]. Each
car is comprised of  a set of characteristics such as fuel
efficiency, reliability, safety, and roominess.
Consumers are assumed to have preferences over those
attributes. There are maximum amounts they are
willing to spend ( known as the consumer's bid) for any
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given combination they purchase. This bid depends
upon the consumer's income and preferences as well as
the bundle of characteristics [3].
The price of a new car Pi, where i represents the ith car
registered in a given period, can be thought of as the
sum of expenditure on characteristics contained within
that vehicle. Expenditure on the jth characteristics is
the product of quantity of that characteristic Qj,i and the
marginal  value or implicit price of that characteristic
(α). Therefore, the price of the car is given by the
equation:
Pi = α1 + α2 Q2i + α3 Q3i +...+ αk Qki + ui

The above equation  is a hedonic price equation.
Although the price of cars and the quantity of each
quality characteristic can be observed, the marginal
value of each characteristic cannot be directly
observed. However, these marginal prices can be
estimated using regression analysis and cross-section
data. A regression using the price  of cars as the
dependent variable and the characteristics of these cars
as independent variables will produce unique estimates
of the implicit price of the characteristics [2].

2. Empirical  Analysis
2.1 Data
There are six  automobile factories, like Honda,
Hyundai, Opel, Renault, Tofas-Fiat, Toyota. The data
set which is using in this study is involving  domestic
production and  imported  cars by companies. The new
generation model of  automobiles is considered  but
diesels and some special ones has not been involved to
the calculations. After these  restrictions, 174
observations is used, for estimation of parameters. The
data set ,representing prices, has been received from
March-2000 price list and characteristics  of
automobiles also collected  from individual  manual  of
each  model. The prices, used in application, includes
all taxes and other expenses. In model  estimation, 6
different  companies  and  13 characteristics of each
model which is attracting customers  have been
evaluated. The  examined car properties such as
follows; engine power (MAX), engine
volume(CC),normal fuel consumption (YT), fixed
speed(90 km) fuel consumption, ABS break system
(ABS), sedan (SD), station wagon(ST), hatchback
(HCB), automatic transmission (AT), catalytic
convector (KK),driver air bag (SHY), passenger  air
bag (YHY), air condition (AC) and import(TH).
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It is obvious  that there are  four   numeric and ten
dummy variables  at the initial model of  the study. The
numeric variables are MAX,CC,OYT, and YT. The
dummy variables are listed  below tables(1-2), by
grouped engine power and  volumes. The % 36.8  of
automobile models, involved in this study has 102-120
Ps ,and  % 33.9 of them also has 85-100 Ps engine
power. At the other side, it is also possible to observe
that  cumulatively  % 74.7  of engines  volumes is
between 1400-1800 cc. By the way, we do understand
that the most offered auto model  is family  cars  and
mid level price cars.

Table-1 Engine powers of  car models
MAX Frequency Percent
55 - 75 27 15.5
85 - 100 59 33.9
102 - 120 64 36.8
128 - 147 17 9.8
168 - 200 7 4.0
Total 174 100.0

          Table-2  Engine volumes of car models
CC Frequency Percent
1000-1300 20 11.5
1400-1500 46 26.4
1600-1800 84 48.3
1900-2000 17 9.7
2500-3000 7 4.1
Total 174 100.0

2.2 Estimation Method
Hedonic price models  have  been estimated by using
classical  least square method  and weighted least
square method on cross-section of data set serious. The
two different  methods  have used to find out  the best
model. First approach which is suggested by Hendry
[4] is processing from general to specific simple case.
This suggested algorithm  is also  applicable for  time
series modelling. The  linear to linear, logarithmic to
linear, linear to logarithmic and logarithmic to
logarithmic  functional types  has  used for  selection of
variables from general to simplest case [5]. But at the
end  discrimination, linear model had  chosen.
The second approach is depending on associate
regression model. The Auxiliary regression has
information as to which of the new variables under
consideration might be candidates for adding to the
basic model. In fact, the estimated coefficients and
associated statistics for the new variables in the
auxiliary regression in an LM test are identical to those
one would obtain for the completely unrestricted model
that the general to simple approach would start with.
This point is formally proved in RAMANATHAN [6].
Although there is no clear theoretical guidance on how
to choose variables  from the auxiliary list, a simple
rule of thumb might be to include all the variables for

which the regression coefficients have p-values less
than 0.5 [5].
It is not expected   that  the error terms of  price model
has   constant variance, so that, estimates of least
square method  has no efficiency. The most  proper
combination at Hedonic price  regression is to   involve
market share of each car model. In this situation the
hedonic price equality will has constant variance.. In
fact, it is not easy  to include market  share  of each
automobile [2].
In this study, just to eliminate  different variance
problem, the existence of different variance, like
E(ui

2) = σ2 [E(Yi)
2]

 is accepted, since we didn’t  include market share of
each car model at estimated  regression models. The
influence  of  market share  which is not included to the
model, is eliminated  by dividing both sides of

equation with  iŶ

Yi/ iŶ = β1(1/ iŶ )+β2(X2/ iŶ ) +...+ β k(Xk/ iŶ ) + ui/ iŶ
[7].

3-Empirical Results
3.1 The selection of variables by Hendry
approach
Comparing model-1 by Model 10, which has all the
new variables, we note that Adj.-R2 has increased from
0.650676 to 0.656922, and AIC model selection
criteria have bettered.
Linear to Linear  model results is shown in table-
1.Model 10 has  accepted as a  best model for this
functional structure. The Akaike  Information Criteria
(AIC) value for model-10  is greater  then  model-9
value and the coefficients of  it, except MAX and
HCB, are  meaningful with the  0.05 significance level.
The two coefficients, MAX and  HCB, are meaningful
at the  significance level of  0.06  and 0.14
respectively, and  the whole test  of all coefficients is
also meaningful at the  0.01 significance level. In this
step, to decide whether the HCB variable  to be
included or not to  the model, the Wald test  is
processed and  P=0.138375 value  is obtained  and  the
variable HCB is  excluded  from  model. Before the
model 10, 9 variable is omitted. The elimination of the
insignificant  variables has improved the overall
performance of the model . It should be emphasised
that the omitted variables are also important but their
statistically efficiencies are not sufficient.
At least, some  effects of the excluded variables has
captured by  already exists variables  in the model.
Thus, in the last model, the dummy variables ABS and
Imports might really be a proxy for many other
improvements.
The White heterocedasticity  test is used  to determine
whether  the error terms  has equal variance or not  and
test results  have found  as a  nR2  =45.55682 and p=
0.0004. This numeric  results shows  that the error
terms of model 10  has  heterocedasticity .



Model
1

Model
2

Model
3

Model
4

Model
5

C -3957
(-2.66)
[0.009]

-3915
(-2.66)
[0.009]

-3945
(-2.70)
[0.008]

-4052
(-2.85)
[0.005]

-3913
(-2.79)
[0.006]

ABS 1253
(2.46)
[0.015]

1248.7
(2.464)
[0.015]

1243.6
(2.464)
[0.015]

1324.6
(3.001)
[0.003]

1353.9
(3.091)
[0.002]

MA
X

45.24
(2.01)
[0.046]

44.676
(2.002)
[0.047]

45.029
(2.029)
[0.044]

44.510
(2.015)
[0.045]

44.885
(2.038)
[0.043]

CC 3.125
(1.69)
[0.093]

3.1732
(1.73)
[0.085]

3.1391
(1.727)
[0.086]

3.2504
(1.824)
[0.070]

3.1185
(1.766)
[0.079]

TH 856.22
(1.53)
[0.127]

817.95
(1.538)
[0.126]

800.36
(1.527)
[0.129]

868.58
(1.804)
[0.073]

914.72
(1.927)
[0.056]

OYT 385.75
(1.53)
[0.128]

381.55
(1.523)
[0.130]

383.54
(1.537)
[0.126]

376.65
(1.518)
[0.131]

378.44
(1.528)
[0.128]

HCB -784.5
(-1.12)
[0.265]

-881.56
(-1.57)
[0.118]

-887.9
(-1.59)
[0.114]

-876.8
(-1.579
[0.116]

-914.36
(-1.66)
[0.099]

YT 127.55
(0.80)
[0.426]

137.35
(0.894)
[0.370]

137.95
(0.901)
[0.369]

140.45
(0.928)
[0.359]

164.93
(1.12)
[0.264]

AT 429.92
(0.91)
[0.364]

422.27
(0.898)
[0.370]

427.29
(0.913)
[0.364]

423.17
(0.907)
[0.366]

427.91
(092)
[0.360]

SD -294.9
(-0.42)
[0.677]

-407.3
(-0.79)
[0.430]

-412.4
(-0.81)
[0.422]

-407.3
(-0.80)
[0.426]

-402.75
(-0.791)
[0.430]

AC 272.87
(0.63)
[0.530]

278.55
(0.645)
[0.520]

270.02
(0.630)
[0.530]

297.97
(0.711)
[0.478]

272.41
(0.65)
[0.514]

KK 323.51
(0.68)
[0.499]

320.60
(0.674)
[0.507]

309.43
(0.656)
[0.513]

291.30
(0.623)
[0.534]

-

YHY 236.01
(0.39)
[0.692]

229.88
(0.389)
[0.698]

184.43
(0.334)
[0.739]

- -

SHY -123.8
(-0.24)
[0.810]

-112.9
(-0.22)
[0.825]

- - -

ST 205.13
(0.23)
[0.817]

- - - -

R2 0.6789 0.6788 0.6787 0.6785 0.6778

R 2 0.6507 0.6527 0.6548 0.6567 0.6580

S 2354.2 2347.1 2340.2 2333.7 2329.4
AIC 18.448 18.437 18.426 18.415 18.406
F-ist.
Prob.

24.017
[0.000]

26.015
[0.000]

28.346
[0.000]

31.083
[0.000]

34.281
[0.000]

Model
6

Model
7

Model
8

Model
9

Model
10

C -3788
(-2.73)
[0.007]

-3967
(-2.90)
[0.004]

-4216
(-3.14)
[0.002]

-3662
(-2.91)
[0.004]

-4307
(-3.64)
[0.000]

ABS 1435.13
(3.43)
[0.001]

1445.7
(3.46)
[0.001]

1508.9
(3.66)
[0.000]

1492.5
(3.65)
[0.000]

1507.9
(3.64)
[0.000]

MAX 44.895
(2.042)
[0.043]

40.148
(1.90)
[0.060]

40.567
(1.919)
[0.057]

40.897
(1.932)
[0.055]

47.126
(2.592)
[0.010]

CC 3.1096
(1.77)
[0.080]

3.3749
(1.95)
[0.0528]

3.2423
(1.881)
[0.062]

3.6594
(2.17)
[0.032]

3.5895
(2.119)
[0.036]

TH 928.91
(1.962)
[0.052]

1059.69
(2.39)
[0.018]

1057.3
(2.381)
[0.018]

1240.8
(2.98)
[0.003]

994.99
(2.59)
[0.010]

OYT 371.85
(1.506)
[0.134]

357.29
(1.45)
[0.148]

431.98
(1.859)
[0.065]

478.44
(2.087)
[0.038]

490.05
(2.13)
[0.035]

HCB -905.69
(-1.65)
[0.102]

-693.3
(-1.44)
[0.152]

-667.4
(-1.39)
[0.167]

-714.8
(-1.49)
[0.138]

-

YT 171.92
(1.174)
[0.242]

169.88
(1.161)
[0.247]

172.53
(1.18)
[0.240]

- -

AT 447.36
(0.96)
[0.336]

428.28
(0.925)
[0.356]

- - -

SD -409.64
(-0.806)
[0.422]

- - - -

AC - - - - -

KK - - - - -

YHY - - - - -

SHY - - - - -

ST - - - - -

R2 0.6769 0.6756 0.6739 0.6712 0.6668

R 2 0.6592 0.6599 0.6602 0.6594 0.6569

s 2325.3 2322.8 2321.3 2324.5 2332.9
AIC 18.397 18.389 18.383 18.380 18.381
F-ist.
Prob.

38.176
[0.000]

42.958
[0.000]

49.015
[0.000]

56.819
[0.000]

67.252
[0.000]



To eliminate the existence of  the different variance
,the following procedure is processed.

Pi/ iŶ = -862.10(1/ iŶ )+0.15 ABS + 0.09 TH +
t (-0.68) (5.35) (3.61))
p [0.4992] [0.0000] [0.0004]

3.17 (CC/ iŶ ) + 34.28 (MAX/ iŶ ) + 213.08 (OYT/ iŶ )
(2.58) (2.40) (1.10)
[0.0356] [0.0249] [0.2733]

In the above model, the estimated coefficient of 1/ iŶ
is that of the intercept term, and the estimated

coefficient of Xi’s/ iŶ ) are that of the marginal
properties to the price of cars with respect to theirs
characteristics. t-statistics are significant at   4 percent

below except OYT/ iŶ . But we do not eliminate  OYT,
since it is an important variable for Turkey’s car
market.  The error terms of model has not
heteroscedasticity. Because the results of white test are
n.R2=39.998 and p=0.016. We could accept this
significance value as greater 1 percent.  The regression
coefficient for X’s are indicating the marginal effect of
MAX, CC and OYT for an average car price. In other
word, as MAX is increase  1 unit, the estimated
average price  is excepting  to be  34 280 000 TL, if CC
is increase 1unit, the estimated average price  is
expected to  be 3 170 000 TL. And  if OYT is increase
1unit, the estimated average price  is expected to be
213 080 000 TL, holding the other variable values, like
CC and OYT; MAX and OYT; MAX and CC  as a
constant.

3.2 The Selection of variables by LM
approach
In the initial step of the LM approach, the basic model
is performing by processing the regression algorithm
between the price of cars and  a constant, all
quantitative and dummy variables. û is obtained from
this model. Then, Auxiliary regression is regressed
û against a constant, all variables, theirs squares and
theirs cross products In the last regression was omitted
variables that p-values are larger than 0.5. Thus, the
auxiliary regression helps us determine the new
variables to be added to the model. And then, for the
final model arriving is regressed  the price of cars
against a constant and remained all variables that we
obtain them from the Auxiliary regression. At  every
regression  model, if  p-values of variable is  larger
than 0.10, it is omitting. The variables taking part in
final model have    10 percent significance level.
The variables  involved to the model explain 76.71
percent of  the price of cars. For a cross-section study
this is very quite good indication.. It is examined the
marginal effects of each determinant separately.

Variable Coefficient  t Prob.
C 40792.07 6.446 0.000
Abs 1290.16 3.431 0.001
AC -4936.49 -2.677 0.008
AT 12842.12 6.148 0.000
CC 36.09 2.900 0.004
MAX -498.70 -2.648 0.009
OYT -3567.12 -2.953 0.004
YT -5753.94 -6.664 0.000
YT*YT 291.81 6.832 0.000
OYT*OYT 325.49 4.152 0.000
CC*SD -34.21 -2.718 0.007
CC*ST -33.85 -2.629 0.009
CC*HCB -36.24 -2.88 0.005
CC*AC 3.77 3.211 0.002
CC*AT -8.05 -6.235 0.000
MAX*SD 500.29 2.607 0.010
MAX*ST 525.74 2.669 0.008
MAX*HCB 550.96 2.873 0.005
MAX*KK 52.90 2.169 0.032
YT*SD 802.46 2.098 0.038
YT*KK -532.57 -1.935 0.055
OYT*SD -993.39 -1.973 0.050

R2 0.7954 Adj.R2 0.7671
 s 1921.986 AIC 18.077
F-Stat 28.140 Prob.(F) 0.000

CC: CC exhibits significant interacts significantly with
SD, ST, HCB, AC and AT. The partial effect is

CC
Y

∂
∂

=34.09 - 34.21 SD - 33.85 ST -36.24 HCB +

3.77 AC - 8.05 AT
The type of cars interacts significantly with CC. As
compared to coupe-car, one more unit of CC means 34
210 000 TL less in prices for SD-car,  33 850 000 TL.
less for STW-cars, and 36 240 000 less for HCB-cars.
An  air-conditioned car   is expected to be an average
of 3 770 000 TL. more than  non air-conditioned car
for each extra unit of CC. And automatic transmission
car is expected to be an average of 8 050 000 TL. lower
than   non automatic  transmission car for each extra
unit of CC.
MAX: MAX is also important in explaining the price
of cars. It interacts significantly with SD, ST, HCB and
KK. The partial effect is

MAX

Y

∂
∂

=-498.70 – 500.29 SD + 525.74 ST –

550.96 HCB + 52.90 KK
The type of cars interacts significantly with MAX. As
compared to coupe car, one more unit of MAX means
500 290 000 TL. more in prices for SD-Cars, 525 740
000 TL. more for ST-Cars, and 550 960 000 TL. more
for HCB-Cars. A with catalytic Convector car is



expected to be an average of 52 900 000 TL. more than
without catalytic Convector car for each extra unit of
MAX.
OYT: OYT is important in explaining the price of cars.
It exhibits significant nonlinearity and it interacts
significantly with SD.

OYT

Y

∂
∂

=-3567.12 + 650.98 OYT – 993.39 SD

As compared to coupe car, one more unit of OYT
means 993 390 000 TL. less in prices for SD-cars.
YT: YT exhibits significant nonlinearity and it interacts
significantly with SD and KK.

YT

Y

∂
∂

=-5753.94 + 583.62 YT –802.46 SD –532.57 KK

As compared to coupe car, one more unit of YT means
802 460 000 TL. more in prices for SD-cars. A with
catalytic Convector car is expected to be an average of
532 570 000 TL. less than without catalytic Convector
car for each extra unit of YT.

4-Concluding Remarks

The characteristics and  qualification of  cars  has very
great influence on  car’s  prices ,like other  countries.
Both approaches, which are using  for determination of
effective variables  showed that the auto breaking
system, engine volume, engine power  and  fixed speed
(Kmh) fuel consumption  are obtained  as an necessary
important variables. The other important  variable  for
linear model  is  “import”  properties. This results is
also reflects  our  expectations. As a second  addition
conclusion  is  that  the types of cars, SD, STW , HCB,
and  the variable of air condition  have no  statistical
effects  on model. Again, in according to the  LM
approach, the type of car  has no direct influence  on
prices, especially the combinations of  variables CC
and Max  with type of car.
On the contrary, we have seen direct influence of
variables  OYT and YT, at the same time , the YT and
SD  have combine  effect  on price.
As a result, if we critic both approaches mentioned
above, we can conclude  that  the automobile
alternatives for customers is increased  after 1990. This
is also another  proper  side of   different options, for
selection  more suitable car. The other forward
development on  Hedonic Price Model for fusion  is to
provide the  ambiguity  of  estimated coefficients . In
daily life or in practical  solutions  of  individual
problems, everything  is  a  matter of degree. So that
,the next addition study will continue on this  topic.
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